Power Circuit and Motor-mounted Apparatus

Busbar systems, Series AK5:

Busbar, Model AK5, followed by JB, followed by -133, -134, -135, -143, -144, -145, -146, -149, -1410; Plate, Model AK5, followed by PA211 N1, -211 N2, -211 N3, -211 Ph3, -211 Ph12, -211 Ph23, -231, -232, -232S, -241, -242, -532, -542, -2311, -2312, -2312S, -5312, PE17, -27; Plug, Model AK5, followed by PC, followed by -12, -12PH, -13, -14, -32L, -32LPH, -33, -33L, -33LPH, -34, -34L, -34LPH, -34L -34LPH, -34L. Buzzer element, Cat. No. XVPC, followed by 09, may be followed by B, G or M, may be followed by W.

Mounting rod, Cat. No. XVPC, followed by 02, 03 or 04, may be followed by W.

Open type linear power supplies, Models ABL8 FEQ24005, ABL8 FEQ24010, ABL8 FEQ24020, ABL8 FEQ24040, ABL8 FEQ24060, ABL8 FEQ24100, ABL8 FEQ24150, ABL8 FEQ24200, ABL8 FEQ24200, ABL8 TEQ24000, ABL8 TEQ24300, ABL8 TEQ24400.

Power supplies, Cat. No. ABL7, followed by RE or RP, followed by 12, 24 or 48, followed by 02, 03, 05 or 10.

Cat. No. ABL1, followed by REM, RPM, followed by 12050, 12083, 24025, 24042, 24062, 24100.

Cat. No. ASI, followed by ABL, followed by B, D or M, followed by 300 or 302, may be followed by 2 or 4.

Cat. No. ABL8MEM05040, ABL8MEM12020, ABL8MEM24012, ABL8MEM24003, ABL8MEM24006, ABL8REM24030.

Cat. No. ABL8 BUF 24400, ABL8 RED 24400, ABL8 DCC 12020, ABL8 DCC 05060.

Power supplies for use in industrial control equipment, Models ABL7CEM24003, -24006, -24012.

Signal lights, Cat. Nos. XVPC, followed by 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 6B3, 6B4, 6B5, 6B6, 6B7, 6B8, 6G3, 6G4, 6G5, 6G6, 6G7, 6G8, 6M3, 6M4, 6M5, 6M6, 6M7 or 6M8, may be followed by W.

Wiring base, Cat. No. XVPC, followed by 21, may be followed by W or WR.
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